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The introduction provides a good, generalized background of the topic that quickly gives the 
reader an appreciation We live in an environment in which digital information may substitute for 
much print based information. Now a day’s development of information technologies have changed. 
A library existence do not depend on the physical form of document. Now a day, the digital library is 
very popular word. It is new raising perspective in the modern world and its future. Its mission is to 
link the past and the present, and help shape the future by persevering the record of human culture. 
Digital libraries is provide easy and fast access of information in multimedia format. Digital libraries is 
updated regular basic i.e. the greatest assets of this emerging technology

Prior publication by the author(s) of substantial portions of the data or study was 
appropriately acknowledged.

The study was relevant to the mission of the journal or its audience. The study addresses 
important problems or issues; the study was worth doing.
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  The problem statement was clear and well articulated Now a day development in information 
technologies have changed the role of libraries and librarians in all ways. As a result, libraries and 
librarians are facing new challenges, demand, competitors and expatiations. So the library demands 
are increase to satisfied users demand and provide better library service the concept of digital library 
come out. In digital library all the information is stored in the digital form.

Author has not mentioned any specific methodology. This study was descriptive in nature. 
Must add methodology in your article. Methodology used to per research topic.

The amount of data presented was sufficient and appropriate. Tables, graphs, or figures were 
used judiciously and agree with the text There will be containing expansion of digital library activity. 
LIS and computer scientist professionals facing new challenges that may led to improve systems. 
Digital library built upon work being done in the information and data management area. Digital 
library provide an effective means to distribute learning resources to students and other users. Digital 
library is an emerging field and an exciting development for libraries. 
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